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Additional Instructions on Entering of Medical
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The candidates who have already entered the options other thqn Medical

enter the options for medical
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Dehtal options
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Before entering the options for medical

and lental please notQ that each college will

have four

different categories of seats. (Except Government Colleges)
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a. Government Share of seats in Government
b, Private seats - "P" seats
-" N" Seats
c. NRI seats
d" Others
- "O" seats
3" Likewise

please note

and Privpte colleges

that each category of seats has a

sepa
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"G" seats

ate fee structure (Government,

Private, NRl, Others)
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The college codes ending with ".... MG" are indicating Government Share of seats

in

Government and Private colleges; the college codes ending wlth "...MP" are indicating Private

the college codes ending with ".,,MN" are indicating illRl seats and the college codes

seats;

ending with "...MO" are indicating the Other seats.
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The candidates who have already entered their priority numbers for Medical

/ Dental seats or

who wants enter the options please ascertain the college categqry of seats and act accordingly,
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6.

Types of candidates who are eligible to enter the options for different types of category of seats

in a college, please read the e-Brochure.
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